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JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. FREE SHIPPING ON ALL U.S. ORDERS OVER $40! Check out our free printable resources below! Learn and practice your lettering with our printable lettering worksheets or download our coloring pages for use with
your favorite Tombow products. This post may contain affiliate links, which means I receive a commission, at no additional cost to you, if you make a purchase using this link. Read my disclosure here. Practice your hand lettering with these 20 awesome and completely free hand lettering practice sheets for brush pens. One of the best ways to
practice your lettering and develop your own unique style is with different fonts. When you practicing different ways to draw the same letters by tracing on a paper, you’ll start to notice which styles you like and before you know it, you’ll start to see your own hand lettering style come to life. With these 20 free hand lettering practice sheet, you’ll have
enough guidance to be able to practice every day for weeks to come! Remember, practice is the only way to make progress. So make sure to practice your hand lettering for a couple of minutes every day. You can find all of my FREE hand lettering practice sheets here! PIN THIS! Common Questions I’m a Hand Lettering Beginner, How Can I Learn?
You can start out by reading my post Everything You Need to Know to Learn Hand Lettering. That’s a great start if you know absolutely nothing about hand lettering. If you need help practicing your technique or just prefer videos, you can check out this post for my recommendations on hand lettering classes you can take for free: The Best Online
Hand Lettering Classes You Need to Take Right Now. What Pens Are Best for Hand Lettering? You don’t need any fancy and expensive brush pens to get started with hand lettering. If you have a couple of Crayola markers at home, you’re all set! The Crayola marker doesn’t have a brush tip, but it’s still one of the most popular pens for lettering. If you
still want to invest in some quality brush pens, here are my recommendations: Tombow Dual Brush Pen – These brush pens have two sides. On one side, you’ll find a flexible brush tip and on the other side, there’s a firm fine tip which can be used for adding smaller details to your work or fix minor corrections. Tombow Fudenosuke – This brush pen
has a small brush nib that is much easier to learn with than larger nib brush pens. If you’re a hand lettering newbie, then this is the pen I’d recommend you get. Pentel Arts Pocket Brush Pen – This brush pen is quite an economical and affordable brush pen. The pen is refillable so when the bristles get worn, you just replace it instead of buying a fully
new pen, which makes it last longer than other brush pens. What’s the Difference Between Hand Lettering and Calligraphy? In a nutshell, calligraphers write letters, letterers draw them and typographer designs the form of type to make the written word more readable. The other big difference is the tools and techniques used in order to create hand
lettering or calligraphy. What Does Hand Lettering Mean? Hand lettering is essentially drawing letters using as many strokes as necessary instead of typing them using a keyboard. It’s different from calligraphy, where we use basic strokes to form letters and words. You also often have more control over the letters with hand lettering as opposed to
calligraphy. For that reason especially, hand lettering can be a great alternative for projects that are too large for calligraphy, such as large chalkboards and other signage. For These Printable Worksheets, You’ll Need: Download the PDF printables below, print them on Brush Pen friendly paper (i.e. HP Premium Choice Laser Jet Paper) and start
lettering! You can either draw directly on top of it or grab a piece of tracing paper and go over it as many times as you like. Hand Lettering Tips To ensure you get the most out of your practice time, here are a few tips that can improve your lettering immediately: Hold your pen at a 45-degree angle when lettering Lift up the pen after each stroke Go
slow! As you slow down, your strokes will become much more consistent. Read more hand lettering tips here! The Best Free Hand Lettering Practice Sheets 1. 10 Free Hand Lettering Alphabets You Need To Practice With 2. How To Bounce Lettering + Free Practice Worksheets 3. Free Brush Lettering Worksheet That Will Improve Your Technique
4. Free Brush Lettering Worksheet For Harry Potter Fans 5. Free Set of Motivational Brush Lettering Worksheets 6. Free Printable Holiday’s Lettering Practice Sheets 7. Free Hand Lettering Practice Sheet – Stay Patient and Trust Your Journey 8. The Best Free Hand Lettering Alphabet Practice Sheets with Flourishes 9. How To Do Bounce Lettering
+ Free Practice Sheet 10. Free Lettering Practice Sheets: 6 Ways to Letter “I Love You” 11. How To Do Hand Lettering Flourishes + Free Practice Sheet 12. Free Alphabet Hand Lettering Practice Sheets 13. 3 Free Hand Lettering Worksheets to Help You Practice More 14. Free Mother’s Day Hand Lettering Practice Sheet 15. Free Father’s Day
Hand Lettering Practice Sheet 16. Easy and Cheap Hand Lettering using Crayola Markers 17. Free Inspirational Brush Lettering Worksheet You Need to Practice With 18. Free Coffee Hand Lettering Worksheet for Coffee Lovers 19. Inspiring Hand Lettering Practice Sheet for Memorial Day 20. Winter Themed Brush Lettering Worksheet Pin this!
Learn Hand Lettering the Easy Way If you’re looking for a basic roadmap for how to learn hand lettering and how to ultimately develop your very own lettering style, then you’re in the right place! After spending way too much time learning this fun skill, I’ve created a FREE hand lettering course to help you jumpstart your lettering! In this 5-day
course, you will get tips, printable worksheets and homework assignments that will help you reach your end goal of creating beautiful hand lettering on your own! What are you waiting for? Join the FREE hand lettering course today and jumpstart your own amazing lettering journey! Practice makes progress so remember to practice your hand
lettering every day! Happy practicing! More Hand Lettering Practice Sheets: Do you feel like you can’t possibly learn hand lettering by only using practice sheets? Improve your skills with 2 months of unlimited classes from Skillshare for FREE. You can find all the classes on hand lettering here, and get 2 months of Skillshare for FREE here. Viktoria
is a lover of all things hand lettering, your new hand-lettering Mr. Miyagi, and founder of AwesomeAlice.com, a site for busy women wanting to learn hand-lettering. Using her popular Hand Lettering Bundle and Just Start Lettering course, she makes learning hand-lettering easy and fun so that busy women all over the world can learn to confidently
create beautiful lettering that will bring more meaning and joy to their lives! To learn about Viktoria’s books and programs, visit: shop.awesomealice.com Facebook Twitter Ian Barnard This free hand lettering worksheet hones in on making serif capital letters. There are three pages here and the whole uppercase alphabet is included. It's
recommended that you use a fine sharpie marker for the exercise. Ian Barnard has other hand lettering freebies available, including worksheets that help you practice sans serif capitals, serif numerals, cursive script, and serif lowercase. Serif Capitals Hand Lettering Practice Sheet from Ian Barnard I am sharing 9 lettering worksheets today in a few
different styles to help you practice and improve your hand lettering skills. So go ahead, print, trace, and enjoy! I hope you find these lettering printables useful. If you find them useful, share an image on social media and tag me @smithakatti #smithakatti Make sure to check out ALL of the other posts with FREE LETTERING SHEETS! I keep adding
newer sheets regularly, so make sure to bookmark this page. FOLLOW ME: INSTAGRAM, TWITTER, FACEBOOK, PINTEREST, YOUTUBE disclaimer: affiliate links have been used below at no extra cost to you. Please read further here SUPPLIES YOU WILL NEED: To practice using these lettering worksheets you will need, A good quality, smooth
finish printer paper: I print these lettering sheets onto HP Printer Paper, Premium Choice LaserJet Copy Paper, 32lb. This paper is smooth to the touch and that means that your brush pen tips will not fray easily. The printer I use is a Canon PIXMA Wireless one that works great for me!Some brush pens- I would recommend the Tombow Dual brush
pens for large brush lettering. You do not need the whole 96 color set (though they are awesome to have!) but start with a 10 color set (like this bright, pastel, or galaxy one). Or maybe simply buy ONE Black Tombow Dual brush pen. That’s what you really need to start with. If you buy a 10 pack of pens, I would recommend that you use the color you
least in the pack and start your lettering journey with it. It will fray, but you will learn. For smaller brush lettering I would suggest you start with the Tombow Fudenosuke Brush pens– either soft or hard tip.For Monoline or faux calligraphy, any gel pen would work. I like using the Tombow Mono Twin Tip Permanent Marker, Black Skip the printing,
and practice on your iPad! READ THIS: LETTERING ON IPAD: HOW TO PRACTICE USING FREE WORKSHEETS If you already own an iPad, check out the above mentioned blog post, where I share how I use these free lettering worksheets and practice digitally! How to download these Lettering Worksheets: To download each of these lettering
printables, simply click the appropriate link you want and the pdf will open in a new browser window. You can print that right away or right click and save it to your computer. To download ALL of the worksheets at once just scroll to the bottom of this post. ALSO READ: Cute Inspirational Quote posts! Brush lettering worksheets CLICK HERE TO
DOWNLOAD THESE BRUSH LETTERING WORKSHEETS Chunky alphabets worksheets CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THESE CHUNKY alphabets WORKSHEETS Monoline alphabets worksheets CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THESE MONOLINE alphabets WORKSHEETS Faux calligraphy alphabets worksheets CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THESE
FAUX CALLIGRAPHY alphabets WORKSHEETS Lettering practice worksheets CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD ALL OF THE ABOVE LETTERING PRACTICE SHEETS These lettering worksheets are for personal use only. Feel free to print as many copies as you want and use them personally. But please do not redistribute or resell. While reposting,
please use just one image only and direct people to this blog post when sharing with others, and not to the pdf file links. Thank you! New to Brush Lettering? Check out my FREE Brush Lettering Series: MORE FREE WORKSHEETS: I have more lettering printables on my blog. To download them all from the beginning follow the links below and enjoy
lettering them all! Ready to start practicing? Join my #52quoteschallenge and use these hand lettering tips to quote not 1 but 52 quotes! Start where you are and go at your pace. There is no set start date. Find more details here 52 happy inspirational quotes for you to hand letter # FREE LETTERING WORKSHEETS
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